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Abstract

Transcranial Doppler (TCD) recordings are used to monitor cerebral blood flow in main

cerebral arteries. The resting state is usually characterized by using the mean velocity

or the maximum Doppler shift frequency (an envelope signal) by insonating the middle

cerebral arteries (MCAs). In this study, we characterized the cerebral blood flow in the

anterior cerebral arteries (ACAs). We analyzed both the envelope signals and the raw signals

obtained from bilateral insonation. We recruited 20 healthy subjects and conducted the data

acquisition for 15 minutes. Features were extracted from the time domain, the frequency

domain and the time-frequency domain. The results showed that gender-based statistical

difference exists in the frequency domain and the time-frequency domain. However, no

handedness effect was found. In the time domain, the information-theoretic features showed

that the mutual dependence is higher in raw signals than in envelope signals. Finally,

we concluded that insonating the ACA will serve as a complement of the MCA studies.

Additionally, the investigation of the raw signals provided us with additional information

that is not otherwise available from the envelope signals. The direct TCD raw-data utilization

is therefore validated as a valuable resting-state characterization method.
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Introduction1

Various imaging techniques, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging, positron2

emission tomography, and single photon emission computed tomography, have been used to3

study brain functions (Fransson, 2005), (Phelps et al., 1985), (Stroobant and Vingerhoets,4

2000). In the past decades, the regional cerebral blood flow has been shown to be highly5

dependent on brain metabolism due to the need for O2 and glucose (Deppe et al., 2004). Dif-6

ferent from those typical imaging techniques, Transcranial Doppler (TCD), first introduced7

by Aaslid, Markwalder, and Nornes (Aaslid et al., 1982), allows for non-invasive investiga-8

tion of cerebral blood flow with relatively high temporal resolution (Deppe et al., 2004).9

Researchers have taken advantage of the highly coupled relationship between the cerebral10

blood flow and brain activities to investigate human cognitive process (Fox and Raichle,11

1986). Previous publications have successfully discussed the effect of gender (e.g., Matteis12

et al. (1998), Marinoni et al. (2009)) and age (e.g., Torbey et al. (2001)) on the cerebral13

blood flow velocity using TCD. There are several major advantages of TCD. First, it is14

inexpensive to acquire in comparison to other methods such as magnetic resonance imaging15

systems (Stroobant and Vingerhoets, 2000). Second, TCD is relatively simple to operate16

meaning that experimental data acquisition or clinic diagnosis of neurological disorders such17

as stroke (e.g., Ducrocq et al. (1998)) is easily achievable. Therefore, TCD has been seen as18

a promising and powerful tool in monitoring of brain activities. Recently, functional TCD19

monitoring was even proposed as an innovative way of building a brain-computer interface20

(Myrden et al., 2011), (Myrden et al., 2012).21

TCD is an ultrasound-based medical imaging technique whose principle is the applica-22

tion of Doppler effect. It utilizes spectral estimation to find the Doppler frequency shift and23

accordingly estimates the cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV). Assumptions of this tech-24

nique include the estimation of the insonation angle, ideal modeling of the blood vessel, and25

modeling of blood particles’ movement within (Azhari, 2010). However, TCD is currently26

constrained to only targeting large vessels (i.e. the main arteries)(Min et al., 2010).27

There are three major cerebral arteries: middle cerebral artery (MCA), anterior cerebral28

artery (ACA) and posterior cerebral artery (PCA) (Stroobant and Vingerhoets, 2000). In29

many publications assessing cognitive tasks using fTCD (e.g., Carey et al. (2001), Droste30
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et al. (1989), Hartje et al. (1994)), the MCA is mostly insonated as over 80% blood delivery31

to the brain is achieved through MCA (Stroobant and Vingerhoets, 2000). Also, cerebral32

blood flow through MCA is relatively easy to detect with the ultrasound probe due to the33

anatomical structure (Gibo et al., 1981). However, the ACA (60-75mm), which lies deeper34

than the MCA (35-60mm) (White and Venkatesh, 2006), delivers blood to frontal lobes35

and superior medial parietal lobes (Bradac, 2011). As these regions are involved in receptive36

language and episodic memories (Ross, 1980), (Alexander et al., 1989), (Wagner et al., 2005),37

insonating ACA data appears to be viable as a complemental method to solely using the38

MCA in understanding the resting-state characteristics of cerebral blood flow.39

To properly characterize the resting-state cerebral blood flow, we are aiming to inves-40

tigate features in multiple domains due to the complexity of human brain (Sporns et al.,41

2004). However, previous TCD studies only considered the so-called envelope signal (i.e.,42

the peak values in the TCD spectrum, see Figure 1) (Kelley et al., 1992), (Stroobant et al.,43

2009), (Duschek and Schandry, 2003). By considering only the envelope signals, valuable44

information about cerebral blood flow characteristics may be lost. It is expected that the45

raw data (see Figure 2), used in calculation of the envelope signals, contains more compre-46

hensive information about the resting-state characteristics. Following the previous study of47

the MCA resting-state characteristics (Sejdić et al., 2013), this paper presents a comparative48

study of cerebral blood flow in ACA using both the envelope signal and the raw data. To49

carry out the comparative analysis, we considered a range of features using classical and50

modern analysis tools.51

Methodology52

Subjects53

The cerebral blood flow velocity data was collected from twenty healthy voluntary sub-54

jects, 9 males and 11 females. The subjects were first requested to read through and sign55

the consent form that has been approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Re-56

view Board. None of the participants had a history of heart murmurs, strokes, concussions,57

migraines or any other brain or neurological conditions. Basic demographic information in-58

cluding age, height, and weight was also collected. Table 1 summarizes the demographic59
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information of the consenting participants.60

The handedness of each participant was assessed using the Edinburgh Handedness Inven-61

tory (Oldfield, 1971) before data acquisition, and the result was scored based on the formula62

below (Oldfield, 1971):63

Handedness Score =

N∑
i=1

X(i, R)−
N∑
i=1

X(i, L)

N∑
i=1

X(i, R) +
N∑
i=1

X(i, L)

(1)

where X(i, L/R) is evaluated as either 1 (preferred) or 2 (dominant) for the left (right) hand64

doing certain activities. The subjects’ scores are summarized in Table 2.65

Procedure66

Bilateral cerebral blood flow in the ACA was measured using a SONARA TCD system67

(CareFusion, San Diego, CA, USA) with two 2 MHz transducers placed on the transtem-68

poral window through which the ultrasound can penetrate the skull and reach the arteries69

(Stroobant and Vingerhoets, 2000). Since the ACA and the MCA are anatomically close to70

each other (Gibo et al., 1981), the signal was obtained by slightly rotating the probes after71

the MCA signal was obtained. This adjustment could be nontrivial, but the blood flow from72

two arteries is easily distinguishable. The direction of the blood flow in the ACA is opposite73

to the blood flow in the MCA (Kelley et al., 1992). The depth of the ACA is about 10-15mm74

deeper than the MCA, which also serves as an indicator that the ACA has been successfully75

insonated.76

The data acquisition lasted for 15 minutes for each participant. The participants were77

requested to keep quiet and as thought-free as possible during this process. The probes were78

fixed using an elastic headband to around 5 cm in front of the ears, above the zygomatic arch79

(Piechnik et al., 1999). The specific insonation location may vary depending on the signal80

intensity obtained by the TCD system from different subjects. The end-tidal carbon dioxide81

was monitored throughout the data acquisition using the BCI Capnocheck Sleep (Smiths82

Medical PM, Inc. Waukesha, Wisconsin, USA). The subjects were also fitted with sensors to83

record the electrocardiogram, respiration rate, skin conductance and head movement during84

the recordings. These sensors are part of a multisystem physiological data monitoring system85

made by Nexus-X (Mindmedia, Netherlands).86
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The raw data was extracted as audio files with a sampling frequency of 44100 Hz. They87

were downsampled by a factor of 5 to speed up the computation since the TCD system uses88

a low-pass filter which filters out the frequency components above the maximum scale value89

that we configured in advance.90

Feature extraction91

The non-parametric statistical hypothesis test Wilcoxon rank-sum test (DePuy et al.,92

2005) was used to infer about statistical differences. The analysis flow is shown in Figure 3.93

Statistical feature94

Three basic parameters widely used in statistics: standard deviation, skewness and kur-95

tosis (Papoulis and Probability, 1991), were employed to characterize (e.g., Chauvy et al.96

(1998), Christopher and Christian (2005)) the ACA signal from the left channel (L-ACA)97

and the right channel (R-ACA), respectively. The cross-correlation between the L-ACA and98

R-ACA is also considered. The zero-lag value was calculated by selecting the maximum99

coefficient in the obtained sequences.100

Information-theoretic feature101

The information-theoretic features have been extensively utilized in the analysis of neuro-102

logical analysis (e.g., Aboy et al. (2006), Porta et al. (2000)). The Lempel-Ziv complexity (Hu103

et al., 2006), conditional entropy (Porta et al., 2000) and cross-conditional entropy (Porta104

et al., 2000) have been used to measure the complexity and regularity of biomedical signals.105

They provide us with indices reflecting the signals from predictability and randomness point106

of views.107

To calculate the Lempel-Ziv complexity, we first quantized the objective signal into 100108

levels, so the signal Xn can be expressed as [x1, x2 ... xn] in terms of the quantized levels.109

Then these points were grouped in blocks of a length of L, where L increases from 1 to n.110

Let Ps(i, j) denote the block [xi, xi+1, ... xj] for all i < j. Then for each L, we check if Ps111

has already appeared with previous i and j. If not, we put this block as one element into112

a set, V . Finally, let c(n) denote the number of elements in the set V , i.e., the number of113
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distinct parsed blocks Ps, and the LZC is then defined as follows:114

LZC =
c(n)(log100 c(n) + 1)

n
(2)

To calculate the conditional entropy (CE), the process xi is normalized and grouped115

in blocks of length L, 10 ≤ L ≤ 30, such that SL(i) = [x(i), x(i − 1), ....x(i − L + 1)].116

CE is then calculated using the joint probability of the previous L − 1 samples and their117

values (i.e., XL−1) (Porta et al., 2000). Due to the underestimation of CE for larger L,118

(Porta et al., 2000) a corrective term, perc(L)SE(1) was added to CE, where SE(1) is the119

Shannon entropy (Coifman and Wickerhauser, 1992), and perc(L) is the percentage of length120

L blocks found only once in the process. Then the regularity index is defined as:121

ρ = 1−min
{
CE(L) + prec(L)SE(1)

SE(1)

}
(3)

Synchronization index (χxy) can be measured by extending and modifying the regularity122

index formula (Porta et al., 2000). Instead of making use of the previous L − 1 samples in123

the self signal, xL−1, we replace it with those of the synchronized signal, yL−1. The joint124

probability thus involves the current x(i) being looked at and the previous L− 1 samples in125

y. The synchronization index is then defined as126

χxy = 1−min
{
CExy(L) + prec(L)SEy(1)

SEy(1)
,
CEyx(L) + prec(L)SEx(1)

SEx(1)

}
(4)

where CExy(L) is the conditional entropy of the current x given the previous L−1 y sample127

points, and similarly, CEyx(L) denotes the conditional entropy of the current y given the128

previous L− 1 x sample points.129

Frequency analysis130

In the frequency domain, the following parameters were utilized:131

The peak frequency (fp) is defined as the frequency which has the largest squared value132

in the frequency spectrum.133

fp = argmaxf

{
|FX(f)|2

}
(5)

It measures the frequency value where the largest power occurs.134
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The centroid frequency (fc) measures the center of frequency components in the spectrum135

taking center of mass as an analogy (Quan and Harris, 1997). It is defined as:136

fc =

fmax∫
0

f |FX(f)|2df

fmax∫
0

|FX(f)|2df
(6)

The bandwidth (BW ) of the spectrum is a measure of the spreadness of the frequency137

components (Li, 2000). It is defined as:138

BW =

√√√√√√√√
fmax∫
0

(f − fc)2 |FX(f)|2df

fmax∫
0

|FX(f)|2df
(7)

where FX in (6) and (7) is the Fourier transform of the original signal, and the Fast Fourier139

Transform was used for computing these quantities.140

Time-frequency analysis141

The Meyer wavelet has infinite differentiability and good time-frequency localization and142

thus is popular in physiological signal processing (e.g., (Lee et al., 2010)). The corresponding143

relative energy and energy entropy were considered (Rosso et al., 2001).144

The relative energy is defined as the ratio between the energy at the ith level (Ei) and145

the total energy (Etotal). Etotal is calculated as the Euclidean norm (Rosso et al., 2001),146

(Lee et al., 2010) of the vector V = [a10, d10, d9, ...d1], where a10 denotes the approximation147

coefficient and di denotes the detail coefficient at the ith level (Bračič and Stefanovska, 1998),148

(Stanković et al., 2012). The mathematical expressions are:149

Etotal = ‖V ‖ (8)
150

Ea =
a2

Etotal

(9)

151

Edi =
d2i

Etotal

(10)
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The wavelet entropy can be regarded as a measure of how well the process behaves, or in152

other words, a measure of information distribution (Rosso et al., 2001).153

WE = −
∑
i

E log2E (11)

where E is the relative energy calculated above in (8). A lower value of WE (close to 0)154

implies that the wavelet energy is relatively concentrated on a certain band. On the contrary,155

a more random process would result in a higher value of WE which represents the spreadness156

of the wavelet energy over many decomposed levels.157

Results158

To safely present the TCD measurement results, we firstly exclude the possibility that the159

features were influenced by the end-tidal carbon dioxide level (Giller et al., 1993). Firstly,160

by taking linear regression test, no evidence was found that the ETCO2 level was affected by161

the body mass index for either gender. Secondly, we observed the trend of the CO2 recording162

for every participant and found no dramatic fluctuation exists.163

Statistical feature164

A summary of statistical feature values for the envelope signals (mean ± standard devia-165

tion) is presented in Table 3. A high cross-correlation between the left and right ACA blood166

flow was obtained for all subjects. This was expected considering these signals generally167

synchronize due to the normal vasodilation and vasoconstruction. The standard deviation,168

which represents how far the sample data deviate from the mean, was found to be statistically169

higher in the female group than in the male group (R-ACA: p = 0.04; L-ACA: p = 0.01).170

This implies that the cerebral blood flow changes within a wider range in females than in171

males. The female group also has statistically higher skewness (R-ACA: p = 0.04; L-ACA172

p = 0.03) and kurtosis than the male group (p < 0.05 for both channels).173

When comparing the left-handed group with the right-handed group, however, fairly high174

p-values for both channels (skewness: p > 0.40; kurtosis: p > 0.68) were obtained. That175

implies that the null hypothesis could not be rejected.176

Similarly, the statistical feature for the raw signals are presented in Table 4. Unlike177

the results for the envelope signals, statistical difference between males and females was only178
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found in the standard deviation values (R-ACA: p < 0.01; L-ACA: p = 0.01). Another major179

discrepancy is that the cross-correlation between the left channel and the right channel is180

relatively lower in the raw signal (≈ 0.01), which represents that the dependence in the raw181

signals is lower than that in the envelope signals.182

Information-theoretic feature183

The information-theoretic features of the envelope signal are presented in Table 5. The184

calculations of Lempel-Ziv complexity do not show any statistical difference on either channel185

between females and males (p > 0.08), nor between left-handed and right-handed (p > 0.09).186

The regularity index on both channels is low, but the synchronization is relatively higher.187

This implies that the signal is more predictable by looking at the opposite channel than188

looking at itself.189

Table 6 shows the feature values of the raw signals. The mean values of Lempel-Ziv190

complexity (≈ 0.68) are similar to those calculated for the envelope signals. However, the191

raw signals have higher regularity than the envelope signal in the time domain (p < 0.01).192

The raw signals also have higher synchronization than the envelope signal (p < 0.01), which193

means the raw signals from the two channels contain more mutual information. In terms of194

the value of the regularity and synchronization index, neither gender-based (p > 0.17) nor195

handedness-based (p > 0.13) statistical difference was found.196

Frequency domain feature197

Table 7 summaries the features in the frequency domain of the envelope signals, and198

Table 8 summaries the features of the raw signals. The envelope signals have low frequencies199

around 11–14 Hz. The peak frequencies appeared to be person-specific since the standard200

deviation is high compared to its mean. No statistical difference between males and females201

or between right-handed and left-handed subjects could be concluded for any of these feature202

values (p > 0.05).203

For the raw data, the center frequency for R-ACA was found to be statistically higher204

in the female group than in the male group (p = 0.02). Additionally, significant difference205

was found between males and females in bandwidth on both channels (R-ACA: p < 0.01;206

L-ACA: p = 0.01). Considering that two out of three left-handed subjects are females,207
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we reconsidered the left-handed group with right-handed-females and found out that no208

handedness effect could be concluded so far (p > 0.05).209

Time-frequency feature210

The relative energy calculated based on the 10-level wavelet decomposition and the211

wavelet entropy are summarized and presented in Figure 4 and 5. When considering the212

gender effect, no statistical difference could be found just by investigating the envelope sig-213

nal (Figure 4). However, statistical difference can be found by looking at the raw signals.214

The features for the raw data are summarized in Figure 5. There were gender-based215

difference in left channel entropy (p = 0.01). On the right channel, the detail coefficients d10,216

d9 and d7 are shown to have gender-based difference (p = 0.01, 0.04 and 0.04 respectively).217

On the left channel, statistical difference was found in a10 (p = 0.22) and d10 (p = 0.01).218

Besides, when comparing the left-handed and the right-handed subjects, no statistical219

difference was found (p > 0.08 for all levels). This finding is the same as what we find220

in other extracted features, no statistical difference between the left-handed group and the221

right-handed group could be concluded.222

Discussion223

In this section, we discuss the effects of gender and handedness on the extracted features224

from both the raw and envelope CBFV signals.225

Comparison between raw and envelope signals regarding gender and handedness effect226

In the previous section, no evidence has been found of any handedness effect on CBFV227

in ACA, while gender-based differences were discovered. This difference (females>males) is228

found to coincide with the findings by Marinoni et al. (2009) using the MCA and considering229

the mean velocity.230

The statistical analysis of the signals yielded several important results. Firstly, the231

difference in the the shape of the probability density function between males and females232

were discovered by comparing the calculated values of skewness and kurtosis. This finding233

demonstrates the significance of envelope signals from a statistical point of view. We can234

see that the envelope signals solely provide sufficient confidence in distinguishing males and235
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females. Secondly, the maximum cross-correlation between the left channel and the right236

channel is close to 0 for the raw signals, implying that the signals obtained from two channels237

have low dependence in the time domain. On the contrary, the maximum cross-correlation238

coefficient value of the envelope signals is high, implying that the envelope signals have a high239

similarity at zero-lag between the two channels in the time domain. Considering that the240

mean velocity is a direct reflection of the cerebral blood flow under certain strict assumptions,241

we believe the high correlation is obtained due to the loss of information carried by blood242

cells at lower speed in the arteries, which has never been considered in clinical application243

or any other research. Handedness wise, however, none of these obtained features is found244

to exhibit any handedness effect.245

From the information-theoretic point of view, the results show that the amount of in-246

formation is not affected by gender or handedness. Interestingly, the envelope signals have247

almost the same Lempel-Ziv complexity as the raw signals. Despite the absence of statistical248

evidence depicting major differences, its clinical significance underlies its role as an indicant249

of brain function complexity (Wu and Xu, 1991) and brain information transmission (Xu250

et al., 1997) as a metric to estimate the complexity of descrete-time physiologic signals. Sim-251

ilarly, however, the envelope signals produce a low regularity index (close to 0), while the252

raw signals have a higher one. This means that the raw signals are actually more predictable253

than the envelope signals which are continuously used for clinical purposes.254

In the frequency analysis, the raw signals contain higher frequency components than do255

the envelope signals. In fact, the time domain features of the envelope signal already reflects256

some frequency domain characteristics because the calculation that yields envelope signals257

involves short-time Fourier transform (Deppe et al., 2004). Comparatively, the frequency258

analysis quantifies several parametric values in the frequency domain, while the time do-259

main analysis of the envelope signal only provides a simple summary about the shape of the260

probability density function. Also, more specific features were found in the frequency anal-261

ysis. Firstly, the envelope signals have a low-pass characteristic while the raw signals have262

a band-pass characteristic. This result is consistent with most physiological signal analysis263

such as electrocardiogram (ECG) signals (0.5 - 40 Hz) (Thakor and Zhu, 1991). Secondly,264

we noticed that large standard deviation values were obtained for the peak frequency fea-265
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ture when considering the envelope signals. This implies that metabolic differences exist266

between individuals and that the peak frequency of the envelope signals is not necessarily267

the most robust feature of these signals. Fortunately, the raw signal has a relatively more268

concentrated peak frequency statistic for both females and males. Additionally, the seeming269

differences between left-handed and right-handed subjects were found to be resulted from270

the gender effect rather than the handedness effect. That is to say, although gender effect271

has been clearly found out, handedness was not an obvious parameter that contributes to the272

frequency domain differences. On the other hand, the low-pass characteristic of the envelope273

signal is more likely to be contaminated by other physiological artifacts and the raw data274

avoids this disadvantage.275

The time-frequency analysis has further demonstrated the existence of gender-based dif-276

ference. A possible clinical application could be the signal change detection (Li et al., 1995).277

Some of the detail coefficients calculated from the raw signal have shown significant differ-278

ence between males and females. Comparatively, the envelope signal only shows that about279

93% energy are concentrated around the approximate coefficient, i.e., the low time-frequency280

band. Otherwise, no handedness effect was found.281

Utilization of raw data and ACA signals282

Instead of only considering the envelope signal or the mean BFV, we also directly used283

the raw data to characterize the TCD measurements. This will be particularly important in284

future studies when cerebral blood flow during cognitive tasks is considered. In this study,285

we established the resting-state characterization using both the envelope and raw signals.286

Our study has shown that the raw data contains information that we could not capture by287

simply looking at the envelope signals.288

Despite that the MCA was insonated in most of the related studies, we hope to charac-289

terize the cerebral blood flow using the ACA in addition to the MCA. Comparing with our290

previous MCA study (Sejdić et al., 2013), we have found out that in the frequency domain,291

the bandwidth of the ACA signals is larger than that of the MCA signals. The ACA has292

≈ 13 Hz in envelope signals and ≈ 600 Hz in raw signals, while the MCA has ≈ 10 Hz293

in envelope signals and ≈ 500 Hz in raw signals. Bandwidth difference between the ACA294

and the MCA indicates different cut-off frequencies and hence represents different frequency295
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response characteristics. In the time-frequency domain, the wavelet entropy calculation is296

also found to be presenting statistical difference. MCA has wavelet entropy at 1.77 ± 0.17297

(Sejdić et al., 2013), and ACA has 1.94 ± 0.16. This finding demonstrates a different en-298

ergy spreadness over different levels. On the other hand, there also exists consistency in our299

current ACA study and the previous MCA study. Firstly, in both the MCA and the ACA300

analysis, the time domain features of envelope and raw signals have exhibited similar results301

in kurtosis, skewness and cross-correlation. This demonstrates the similarity between the302

shapes of the probability density function considered in the ACA and the MCA. Secondly,303

in the frequency domain, the MCA and the ACA have similar findings in peak and centroid304

frequencies. Lastly, in the time-frequency domain, when considering the raw signal, most305

energy concentrates around the 8th level and spreads over neighboring levels in both the306

ACA and the MCA.307

Conclusions308

In this study, we investigated the resting-state characteristics of cerebral blood flow309

through anterior cerebral arteries using the transcranial Doppler recordings. We collected310

data from 20 healthy participants during a 15-minute resting period. Both the envelope311

signals and the raw TCD signals were considered. The acquired data was analyzed in time,312

frequency and time-frequency domain. The results of the numerical analysis showed several313

important trends. In the time domain, we have found that the envelope signals carries good314

amount of representative features in terms of the separation of males and females, and hence315

it is sufficient to use envelope signal in this sense. In the information-theoretic analysis,316

the envelope signals and the raw signals are found to contain almost the same amount of317

information except the raw signals have higher synchronization. In the frequency domain,318

the envelope signals exhibited a low-pass characteristic, while the raw signals exhibited a319

band-pass characteristic. We may thus take advantage of the band-pass characteristic in320

the future to avoid other low-frequency physiological artifacts. Finally, the time-frequency321

features were extracted using 10-level Mayer discrete wavelet decomposition. They have322

shown that the energy of the envelope signals are concentrated on the low frequency band323

while the energy of the raw signals are more spread out in several bands. We have found324
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statistical differences between males and females in the time, frequency and time-frequency325

domain. However, no handedness effect could be concluded.326
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Tables446

Table 1: Participants’ demographic information447

Distribution Male Female Overall

Age 22.3 ± 1.64 years old 22.0 ± 2.00 years old 22.1 ± 1.86 years old

Height 180 ± 7.26 cm 163 ± 5.39 cm 171 ± 10.1 cm

Weight 91.6 ± 29.3 kg 52.6 ± 5.89 kg 68.9 ± 27.3 kg

Table 2: Participants’ handedness distribution448

449

Right-handed Left-handed Bidextrous

Number of subjects 16 3 1

Gender 8 males 2 females 1 female

Average score 64 -63 0
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Table 3 Statistical features for the envelope signals450

451

Male Female Left-handed Right-handed

StandarddeviationR 11.4 ± 2.48 16.0 ± 4.18 17.7 ± 4.64 13.3 ± 3.75

StandarddeviationL 11.1 ± 3.06 18.2 ± 6.19 17.7 ± 4.61 14.6 ± 6.28

SkewnessR 1.73 ± 1.04 0.90 ± 0.64 0.96 ± 0.09 1.33 ± 1.01

SkewnessL 1.33 ± 0.49 0.85 ± 0.46 1.07 ± 0.42 1.06 ± 0.55

KurtosisR 8.81 ± 7.57 4.54 ± 2.44 3.87 ± 0.61 6.92 ± 6.17

KurtosisL 6.31 ± 2.84 3.98 ± 1.47 4.19 ± 1.37 5.18 ± 2.60

Crosscorrelation 0.93 ± 0.04 0.90 ± 0.05 0.88 ± 0.05 0.92 ± 0.88

Table 4: Statistical features for the raw signals. ∗ denotes multiplication by 10−3.452

453

Male Female Left-handed Right-handed

StandarddeviationR 0.15 ± 0.04 0.10 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.04

StandarddeviationL 0.14 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.05

SkewnessR (−0.50± 5.42)∗ (−1.94± 8.84)∗ (−0.19± 2.71)∗ (0.12± 5.08)∗

SkewnessL (−0.10± 2.54)∗ (2.06± 8.70)∗ (7.08± 10.1)∗ (−0.76± 4.41)∗

KurtosisR 3.49 ± 0.49 3.87 ± 1.65 3.45 ± 0.56 3.46 ± 0.74

KurtosisL 3.33 ± 0.33 4.41 ± 3.18 3.69 ± 0.92 3.32 ± 0.31

Crosscorrelation 0.01 ± 0.01 (3.18± 1.67)∗ (2.80± 1.27)∗ (5.12± 8.65)∗
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Table 5: A summary of information-theoretic features for the envelope signals. ∗ denotes454

multiplication by 10−3.455

456

Male Female Right-handed Left-handed

LZCR 0.65 ± 0.04 0.68 ± 0.04 0.66 ± 0.04 0.70 ± 0.01

LZCL 0.67 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.04 0.69 ± 0.01

RegularityindexR 0.08 ± 0.07 0.04 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.06 (9.63± 4.58)∗

RegularityindexL 0.04 ± 0.04 0.03 ± 0.04 0.04 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.01

Synchronization 0.15 ± 0.07 0.13 ± 0.08 0.15 ± 0.08 0.09 ± 0.04

Table 6: A summary of information-theoretic features for the raw signals457

458

Male Female Right-handed Left-handed

LZCR 0.68 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.03 0.69 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.02

LZCL 0.68 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.05

RegularityIndexR 0.38 ± 0.17 0.25 ± 0.15 0.30 ± 0.16 0.22 ± 0.14

RegularityindexL 0.37 ± 0.15 0.31 ± 0.25 0.31 ± 0.18 0.34 ± 0.27

Synchronization 0.37 ± 0.17 0.27 ± 0.19 0.30 ± 0.17 0.27 ± 0.15
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Table 7: Frequency domain features for the envelope signals. ∗ denotes multiplication by459

10−3.460

461

Male Female Right-handed Left-handed

CentroidfrequencyR 11.9 ± 4.79 14.9 ± 4.02 12.9 ± 4.49 17.5 ± 3.34

CentroidfrequencyL 11.7 ± 3.74 15.6 ± 3.89 13.7 ± 4.14 14.4 ± 5.07

PeakfrequencyR 0.69 ± 0.51 0.42 ± 0.55 0.64 ± 0.55 (4.41± 5.42)∗

PeakfrequencyL 0.57 ± 0.50 0.32 ± 0.52 0.51 ± 0.54 (2.97± 3.02)∗

BandwidthR 12.6 ± 2.52 13.9 ± 1.00 13.2 ± 2.08 14.2 ± 0.16

BandwidthL 12.9 ± 1.54 13.9 ± 1.09 13.5 ± 1.38 13.5 ± 1.53

Table 8: A summary of frequency domain features for the raw signals462

463

Male Female Right-handed Left-handed

CentroidfrequencyR 855 ± 198 1090 ± 197 979 ± 239 1060 ± 183

CentroidfrequencyL 850 ± 201 1060 ± 207 961 ± 232 1050 ± 209

PeakfrequencyR 523 ± 206 631 ± 259 603 ± 212 642 ± 241

PeakfrequencyL 526 ± 168 723 ± 543 526 ± 162 628 ± 107

BandwidthR 627 ± 90.4 743 ± 81.5 682 ± 102 735 ± 114

BandwidthL 606 ± 106 768 ± 129 694 ± 149 701 ± 139
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Figures464

Figure 1: A sample envelope signal
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Figure 2: A sample raw signal466
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Figure 3: A feature extraction process implemented in this manuscript467
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Figure 4: The 10-th level wavelet decomposition of envelope signals468
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Figure 5: The 10-th level wavelet decomposition of raw signals469
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